The electric field induced stripe texture in the ferroelectric liquid crystals can be efficiently stabilized by means of the built-in low concentration polymer network, which tends to phase separate predominantly along the stripe texture domain walls, leaving the quasibookshelf alignment as well as the dynamics of the ferroelectric liquid crystals within each stripe to be very little affected by the polymer orienting surface, while efficiently stabilizing the stripe texture. Moreover the oriented polymer network within the domain walls reduces the elastic stress and helps increasing the ferroelectric liquid crystals molecular effective cone angle. This in turn results in the increase of the threshold voltage for the switching between the two bistable molecular orientations, further resulting in significant improvement of the contrast of the ferroelectric liquid crystals switching element in the case of the multiplex driving. The resulting polymer stabilized quasibookshelf alignment represents therefore a very promising solution for display applications.
Introduction
For years surface stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystals (SSFLC) 1, 2) attract considerable attention as a possible ''high performance substitute'' for the standard nematic liquid crystals in high information content liquid crystal displays (LCDs) and various other electrooptic devices. 3) In these cells the so-called bookshelf 1) [ Fig. 1(a) ] alignment is often desired in which the smectic layers are perpendicular to the boundary plates. However, due to surface memory effects 1) in most cases various chevron structures [ Fig. 1(b) ] are realized instead. In these structures layers exhibit a kink within the cell [in the z-direction; Fig. 1(a) ], characterized by an angle CH [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Typical values of CH , which can be realized in practice, are % 20
. Such a molecular orientation has several drawbacks for display applications 1, 4, 5) (e.g. reduced contrast, defects,. . .). By applying a strong enough (20-50 V) alternating external field the quasi bookshelf 1, 4) structure (QBS) [ Fig. 1(c) ] forms. This layer structure is characterized by an angle QBS (in general QBS < CH ) defining relative orientation of smectic layers in neighboring stripes as shown in Fig. 1(c) . This structure exhibits a stripe texture under a polarizing microscope. The layer kink is now realized in the cell plane [i.e. in the ydirection, see Fig. 1(a) ], defining a domain wall and resulting in improved electrooptic properties with respect to conventional chevron structures. However the obtained QBS is in practice rather unstable.
In order to improve the desired QBS properties for display purposes we have studied the influence of a low concentration c of added polymer as well as polymerizing conditions on the quasi-bookshelf configuration of the composite system ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) and polymer. We show that several electrooptic and mechanic properties (contrast, noise reduction, stability. . .) are considerably improved in an adequate range of c values. The plan of the paper is as follows. We first present the experimental set up. Then the experimental results as a function of c are presented and qualitatively explained.
Experimental
The system studied is a Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Felix 13 (Hoechst) and a copolymer D044 [DeSolite polymer 950 Â 044-a reactive prepolymer composed of three components (Hydroxyethyldiacrylate-urethane; Esterified epoxy resin; Hydroxyethyl acrylate as a reactive solvent; having a molar mass of 820 g/mole and a glass transition temperature 57
C)]. The composite materials Felix13/D044 samples-is prepared by thorough mixing of the components in the isotropic phase of FLC mixture (% 110 C). The typical concentrations of polymer in FLC material are between 0.5% and 5%. The test 1.5 m thick FLC cells were made in a two step process: first vacuum-filling such a composite material in the test cells in the isotropic phase of Felix 13; followed by slow cooling down through nematic and SmA phase into the SmC Ã phase at room temperature at a rate % 60 C/h to obtain standard SSFLC cells with the ''vertical chevron'' layer structure. The strong, slowly alternating (10 Hz) electric field with the amplitude 50 V was then applied to the cells for 3 min to create a QBS stripe texture alignment. After the QBS structure is established, the cells are exposed to the ultra violet (UV) light (A-band; intensity 2 W/cm 2 for 40 min) that causes the polymerization of the polymer.
During the polymerization in the ordered FLC medium, the polymer molecules form a well-ordered polymer network that volume stabilizes the QBS FLC structure at the time of the polymerization. Electron scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) microscopy measurements of the boundary surfaces of the disassembled cells show (Fig. 2) that the ordered polymer network texture strongly reflects the molecular ordering during the UV activated polymerization process. While the polymer network polymerized in the nematic phase shows a typical ordered structure 6) penetrating the whole nematic volume, the polymer network polymerized in the QBS SmC Ã phase tends to be localized predominantly in the regions of increased elastic deformation, i.e. at the stripe-texture domain walls. 7, 8) The above statement is based on the SEM and TEM microscopic . A somewhat irregular polymer pattern can be explained by the fact that the substrate was prepared by flushing away the FLC leaving only the polymer network. As a result of this aggressive process, the polymer network has been laid down on the surface and looks as being widely spread.
The geometry of the problem is described in Fig. 1(a) . The test FLC-cell boundary plates are placed at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ L. The rubbing direction and the smectic layers normal run along the x-axis. The triad of unit vectors (e x , e y , e z ) defines the Cartesian coordinate system. A small tilt angle t % 2-3 is introduced by rubbing the treated test FLC-cell boundary plates.
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Results and Discussion
In order to understand the effects of the built-in polymer network on the alignment as well as the switching characteristics of the QBS structure relevant for display applications, the following SmC Ã characteristic features are measured as functions of polymer concentration c: (i) the Ã FLC confined into a parallel cell of thickness L. In (a) the coordinate system used in the text is introduced. The detail in (c) refers to the case of added polymer, which forms an oriented polymer network. The chevron structure is characterized by the chevron angle CH between the surface normal and a smectic layer. The bookshelf structure refers to the case CH ¼ 0. The QBS structure is characterized by the angle QBS and domain walls separating the smectic layers in consecutive stripes. half angle between layers in adjacent stripes QBS , (ii) the effective molecular cone angle ef , (iii) the molecular cone angle c , (iv) the SmA-SmC Ã phase transition temperature T AC and (v) the threshold voltage V th to switch a SmC Ã molecule between the bistable states. The angle 2 ef corresponds to two consecutive orientations of crossed polarizers yielding maximal light transmission.
The main results are the following. The angle QBS monotonically decreases with c in the whole regime studied [from QBS ðc ¼ 0Þ % 4 to QBS ðc ¼ 3%Þ % 2:5 ]. The other dependencies, shown in Fig. 3 , exhibit a qualitative change at a critical concentration c c % ð2:0 AE 0:5Þ%. We refer to the concentration ranges c < c c and c > c c as the non-saturated and saturated regimes, respectively. In the non-saturated regime the ef ðcÞ and V th ðcÞ dependencies monotonically increase with c while c ðcÞ and T AC ðcÞ remain essentially constant (within the experimental error). In the saturated regime all the parameters decrease with increased c.
It has to be emphasized that all the results on Fig. 3 are obtained in unpolymerized material. The fact is that polymerization has little effect on these parameters except in the case of the SmC Ã /SmA phase transition, where the polymer dependence is strongly reduced after polymerization.
The effects of the polymer concentration on multiplexing capabilities are shown in Fig. 4 . On approaching c % c c the multiplex driving capabilities can be improved by almost an order of magnitude. In the following we qualitatively explain the measurements: We believe that the monotonically decreasing dependence QBS ðcÞ is indirectly due to partially erased surface memory effect. The memory effect is in absence of monomer/ polymer determined by a thin surface layer 1, 7) of ''frozen'' FLC molecules, the arrangement of which reveals the history of the sample (i.e. smectic ordering when FLC came for the first time in contact with surface). The competing tendencies between ''frozen'', memorized structure, and the ''bulk'' FLC molecules in the cell result in a stress, giving rise to chevron and thus also to QBS 6 ¼ 0. During the test FLC cell preparation process, the FLC with monomer first undergoes a transition into an oriented SSFLC structure, exhibiting a ''vertical chevron'' FLC molecular orientation. The added monomer molecules tend to concentrate in the domains of increased strain (i.e. chevron tip and close to confining surfaces,. . .), therefore reducing the stress, resulting from the above-mentioned competing tendencies. Therefore with increasing concentration of monomer the resulting effective interaction, affecting the layer spacing, is believed to get reduced because of monomer induced reduction of anchoring at confining cell surfaces. This gives rise to effectively weaker surface induced positional ordering, reducing the imposed stress and consequently the change of the ''vertical chevron'' characteristic angle. Upon transforming the ''vertical chevron'' FLC molecular ordering by means of strong, slowly alternating electric driving fields into the QBS structure, the resulting QBS expects to be reduced.
The change in qualitative behavior depicted in Fig. 3 is explained with the saturation effect. In the non-saturated regime (c < c c ) the monomers are basically accumulated at domain walls [see the inset to Fig. 1(c) ] and surfaces. Also in the QBS structure monomer molecules tend to fill up ''the free space'' at the FLC orientational defects (areas with lower order) between adjacent stripes. After the ''free space'' is filled up (saturated), the saturated regime c > c c is obtained and consequently the additional monomer molecules have to stay in the bulk (i.e. inside the FLC molecular stripes). Therefore as soon as the monomer concentration exceeds $1:5%, the monomers tend to dilute the FLC affecting its bulk properties (i.e. phase transitions, . . .). Since LC and monomer molecules are essentially different, the dilution is effectively resulting in the phase transitions to occur at lower temperatures [see Fig. 3(b) ]. Consequently also the cone angle [ Fig. 3(a) ], and the SmA-SmC Ã transition temperature [ Fig. 3(b) ], characterizing the SmC Ã bulk properties, are reduced with increased c. The decrease of the phase transition temperature in the saturated regime represents a clear evidence of monomer molecules ''diluting'' the FLC, especially because this effect disappears upon polymerization as the result of the phase separation of the FLC molecules and the polymer.
Henceforth we confine our interest to non-saturated regime, which provides several improved electrooptic properties, particularly close to c % c c . In order to explain ef ðcÞ and closely related V th ðcÞ dependence in this regime we have to focus both to the nematic director (pointing along an average molecular orientation) and smectic layer structure within the cell. Two qualitatively different profiles are most probable (or combination thereof), to which we refer to as the kink and bend configuration, schematically depicted in Fig. 5 .
In the kink [ Fig. 5(a) ] solution the smectic layers are relatively weakly distorted. The FLC molecules at the layer interface match the molecules in the neighboring stripes by gradually (on the scale given by L) rotating away from the homogeneous in-plane orientation, as required by the orienting surface. In this solution the dominant free energy penalties ÁF per stripe and system length in y direction [ Fig.  1(a) ] arises due to surface anchoring term, which prefers the in-plane ordering of the molecules. The corresponding free energy costs per unit length in x-direction are roughly ÁF kink % WL, where W measures the orientational zenithal anchoring strength.
In the bend solution the molecules are however restricted in a (x, y) plane [see Figs. 1(a) and 5(b) ]. At the surface region the anchoring free energy term is now close to its minimum but on account of relatively strong smectic compression distortions at the stripe wall (through the whole cell of length L). The corresponding main free energy penalty per unit length in x-direction is now penalty. Therefore the increased polymer concentration promotes a gradual transition from a kink-like to a bendlike configuration.
The bend structure inherently exhibits larger effective cone angle due to geometrical reasons. Consequently the ef ðcÞ dependence monotonously increases with c in the regime c < c c . Further the bend layer structure promotes a higher V th , because the polarization P is in a state of a stable or meta-stable equilibrium, when an electric field is applied along the cell normal and is almost parallel to the polarization. Therefore even small changes in the effective cone angle result in noticeable increase of the threshold voltage. Another, purely geometrical reason for increasing the optical switching threshold is, where on the ''SmC Ã cone'' the director fluctuations due to the ''data pulses'' really take place. Again, if the axis of the SmC Ã cone on which the director fluctuates is parallel to the boundary planes (bookshelf structure), the optical effect is much smaller than in the case, when this axis is not parallel (chevron). As the data crosstalk represents a limiting factor in the multiplex driven FLC displays, any, even very slight, increase of the switching threshold voltage V th results in a noticeable improvement of the optical contrast. This is very evident on the Fig. 4 , that shows the transition of one of the pixels of a multiplex driven (1 : 2000) matrix FLC display from the optically opaque to an transparent state in standard chevron SSFLC configuration (a), pure FLC stripe texture configuration (b) and the polymer volume stabilized (1.5%) stripe texture configuration (c).
In addition it has to be emphasized that the obtained polymer stabilized QBS structure for concentrations close to c c exhibits a remarkable long-term mechanically stability. This is mainly due to the built-in oriented polymer network concentrated at the sites exhibiting maximal distortions of the average molecular orientation [see the inset to Fig. 3(c) ]. Its presence partially relaxes distortions and reduces the possibility of the molecular flow under mechanical stress of the FLC cell.
Conclusion
In conclusion the overall influence of the low concentration polymer network on the quasibookshelf stripe texture aligned FLCs is therefore highly positive. The ordered polymer network with its tendency to be localized predominantly in the regions of increased order deformation, reduces the possibility of the molecular flow under mechanical stress on the FLC cell, provides for significant improvement of the long-term stability of the QBS FLC molecular alignment and moreover importantly improve the contrast and multiplex addressing performances of the quasibookshelf aligned FLC displays by relieving the stress at the stripe interfaces.
